And Blip lets your staff clock in and out using just their mobiles, so you can see who's in, who's off and you also get two exclusive mobile apps. PoP lets you easily manage your employees' expenses on the go.

Staff booked time off for muddy fields and musical madness

9am. For employees due to start work at 8am, that's the most common clock-in time. That's like charging your boss for the 'journey' every time you go to the office kitchen to make a cuppa. You could walk this distance in about 60 seconds. That's the shortest journey.

But people are going to be late. People are going to be sick. But every staff absence can hurt your business by as much as £522*** per employee.***Based on figures released by the CIPD.

The average sickness absence for employees in 2019 was +17% compared to 2018. MPs must've caught a bad case of Brexit-itis!

Managers in the North-East approved staff holiday requests faster than anywhere else in the UK. Howay, Newcastle!

That's why BrightHR's awesome people management software makes it easy for you to track holidays, log attendance? Let's find out…

The results were surprising…

We've dug out the data, pulled the reports, and crunched the numbers with our smart absence management software. So what can you do about it?

SPICE UP YOUR LIFE!

It was the summer of 90s nostalgia when the Spice Girls brought girl power back in full force with their 2019 tour. The Spice Girls UK Tour: Spent The UK Last Year

And while we miss the sunshine, we don't miss the mulled wine and eating their weight in Quality Street. Did Brexit influence staff sickies in the capital? And how did managers in the North-East react to suss out exactly how the nation took time off in 2019. And we've caught a bad case of Brexit-itis!

The nation took time off in 2019. And we've dug out the data, pulled the reports, and crunched the numbers with our smart absence management software. So, is #humpday a real thing or is it just a trendy #hashtag?

HOW TO MANAGE TIME OFF

So what can you do about it?

A network of the right people in the right place at the right time will be your trump card in managing time off. This is where a good time off policy comes in. The nation took time off in 2019. And we've caught a bad case of Brexit-itis!

The nation took time off in 2019. And we've caught a bad case of Brexit-itis!

HOW TO MANAGE TIME OFF

So what can you do about it?

A network of the right people in the right place at the right time will be your trump card in managing time off. This is where a good time off policy comes in. It's not world domination just yet…

BrightHR's gone global. We're now available in Australia, New Zealand, Canada and Ireland, as well as the UK. It's not world domination just yet…

**Based on the number of sicknesses per first name.